ABC – Remote Working
With the rise of flexible working and work-from-home policies, it’s more critical than ever to provide your users with a simple and reliable
access solution, wrapped in security and compliance to ensure data stays protected no matter where the user is working from.

Quick, Powerful and Secure
Having significant experience in Citrix Cloud, Ultima’s Architects have devised a set of solutions that complement our extensive offerings and address the urgent need
to have things done quickly, with minimal disruption to your environment and securely, in a way that fits the modern world – SaaS.

The aim is to provide you with a capable solution that fits your business needs and budget, and can be implemented quickly, with little or no disruption to your business. In just a
few days, you will gain the ability to satisfy your users’ operational needs, be able to provide them with applications they need to work on and data to work with whilst working

remotely. All of this is packed in a service that is easy to deploy, easy to manage and from the user’s perspective, easy to consume. Security is inherent in this solution, with native
Multi Factor Authentication ensuring safety of user credentials and data protection policies preventing data from leaving the boundaries of your security perimeter.

Your users will be able to connect to their office workstation from any device or browser through Citrix’s best of breed access and security framework. No need to deploy appliances,
or make major firewall changes.

Flexible Options
Through Citrix’s native Azure integrations, we can leverage the global power of Microsoft’s public cloud and provision VDIs quickly and effortlessly where you need them, ideal for
hot-desk and call centre users.

The simplicity is key. We have delivered deployments big and small, in the cloud and on-premises and pooled our knowledge to create a proposition that can be implemented
quickly and will suit most businesses. If you find it doesn’t meet your particular needs, we can simply link in our advanced methodology to make sure your solution is fully
customised.
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A 21st Century SaaS
A per user subscription license (minimum 12 month term) is where the real flexibility sits. If you are not sure about your strategy for the future, you
can still make this a point solution, without regrets. Address a business need with the option to revisit later based on the business circumstances.
No perpetual licensing or hardware.

Option 1: Remote Working Basic
Eliminate the complexity of your workforce connecting to office resources externally, from any device. With all the business resources at their fingertips, productivity

doesn’t take a dip. Other devices including USB sticks and printers will also work remotely, including connection to home printers provided permission is granted. There
will also be seamless access to Skype or Teams meetings, allowing you to continue collaborating across the business.
This can all be set up and implemented in just 2 days (depending on the number of offices and data centres).

Option 2: Remote Working Advanced
Is your environment more complex? Or maybe your users just don’t have a personal device to use in the office. Do users
share devices they would need to work on simultaneously?

Intrigued?

In order to deliver your workspace, we leverage Microsoft’s public cloud offering, Azure. As many machines as you

want, on demand, where and when you need them. Backed by a solution that is fully aware of public cloud commercial
models and minimises the running cost when your users don’t use all the resources.

If you feel one of these options sounds intriguing,
get in touch for more information and costings.

If you are already consuming Azure, we’ll just leverage your configuration. If you don’t, we leverage experience and

implement processes for you as per Microsoft’s best practices. And we’ll make sure all your machines can communicate
with your on-premises resources or resources in other clouds.

We are aware that your request may be urgent, so
we’ve made sure things can happen really, really
quickly!

Depending on your cloud readiness, we can make things happen in just 5 days (depending on Azure readiness and onpremises connectivity).
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Get Started

